ABSTRACT. If R is a prime ring satisfying a GPI, then R satisfies a multilinear GPI having all its coefficients in R. Also, all Ä bimodules in the Martindale quotient ring of R satisfy the same multilinear GPIs.
The purpose of this note is to observe two facts about generalized polynomial identities for prime rings. These are of some general interest and do not seem to have been noticed before. We first review some of the necessary background. Let R denote a prime ring, C its extended centroid, and Q its Martindale quotient ring (see [2] for details). One can view Q as equivalence classes of left R-module homomorphisms from ideals of R to R, so for each q G Q, there is a nonzero ideal Iq of R with (Iq)q C R, and q = 0 if (J)q = 0 for any nonzero ideal J of R. It follows that R embeds in Q as right multiplications, and that C, which is the center of Q, can be characterized as the R bimodule maps from ideals of R to R. It is straightforward to check that Q is a prime ring, and that C is the extended centroid of Q. Let F -QcC{x} be the free product over C of Q and the free algebra over C in the set X = {xi, X2,.. .}■ An element of F can be represented as a finite sum of monomials, each having the form Qo2/i9i • ■ • ynQn where {qo,-■■ ,qn} C Q are the coefficients and {j/¿} C X. The coefficients of / G F are all the elements of Q appearing as coefficients in the monomials appearing in the given representation of Let T be any nonzero i2-subbimodule of Q. We say that T satisfies a Qgeneralized polynomial identity (Q-GPI) if for some /(xi,...,xn) G F -{0}, /(íi,...,in) = 0 for all substitutions of í¿ G T for x,. This notion generalizes the usual situation when R satisfies a GPI, which in our terms means a Q-GPI with coefficients in RC + C, the central closure of R. We shall show that the set of multilinear and homogeneous Q-GPIs is the same for any i?-subbimodule of Q, and that if R satisfies a Q-GPI, then it satisfies one having all its coefficients in R. Before proceeding, we'observe that if I is any nonzero ideal of R and T is any nonzero iZ-subbimodule of Q, then T D I contains a nonzero ideal of R, namely Lyyl for y € T.
THEOREM l. Let T be a nonzero R-subbimodule ofQ. If f G F is a multilinear and homogeneous Q-GPI for T, then f is a Q-GPI for Q. .., qn) ^ 0 in F, so by the case above there is t G T with f{t, q2,..., ?n) 7^ 0. In other words, f{t, x2,..., xn) is not a Q-GPI for Q. But f(t, x2,..., xn) is a multilinear and homogeneous Q-GPI for T of degree n -1, so induction on n gives the contradiction that it is a Q-GPI for Q, completing the proof of the theorem. COROLLARY 1. If S and T are nonzero R-subbimodules of Q, then S and T satisfy the same multilinear and homogeneous Q-GPIs. COROLLARY 2. If R satisfies a multilinear and homogeneous GPI f, then Q also satisfies f. THEOREM 2. Let T and S be any nonzero R-subbimodules of Q. If T satisfies a Q-GPI, then T satisfies some Q-GPI having all its coefficients in S.
PROOF. Using Corollary 1 it suffices to prove that T satisfies a multilinear and homogeneous Q-GPI with coefficients in T. By the usual linearization procedure we may assume that T satisfies a nonzero multilinear and homogeneous Q-GPI, so Q satisfies the same identity by Theorem 1. It follows from Martindales's theorem [2, Theorem 3, p. 579] that QC = Q is a primitive ring containing a minimal right ideal eQ, with e2 = e, and that eQe is a finite dimensional division algebra over its center eC. Let
where g ranges over all permutations of {1,..., 2n}, be a standard identity satisfied by eQe. Choose a nonzero ideal J of R with J C T D Ie, and let y G J2 so that ye = t G T-{0}. Clearly, S2n(cxiye,..., ex2nyc) is a multilinear and homogeneous Q-GPI for Q, so /(xi,...,X2") = yS2n(exit,...,ex2nt)
= Z]("1)9íX9(l)í'"'ía;í'(2")í 9 is a multilinear and homogeneous Q-GPI for T having coefficients in T. Note that / t¿ 0 since its monomials can be taken as part of a basis of F.
COROLLARY. If R satisfies a GPI, then R satisfies a GPI having all its coefficients in R.
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